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Natural sea sponges
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TSS alternative.just as bad
by Shella Svastisalee
Staff Writer

Following an outbreak of Toxic
Shock Syndrome, many women
seeking alternatives to tam~ns
and sanitary napkins have
switched to natural sea sponges.
These women may also be risking
-TSS.
..
Two women using natural sea
sponges have contracted TSS
according to Michael Osterholm,
section chief of acute disease
epidemiology with the Minnesota

Department of Health.
· , specialty is fungi, suggested sterSea sponges are found on ocean
ilizing the sea sponges at 20 lbs.
floors throughout the world
pressure for 20 minutes to kill all
where they feed on microscopic
fungus and bacteria. "I wouldn't
particles.
recommend using sea sponges
Sand, grit, fungi, and bacteria
instead of tampons," he added.
have been found in an analysis of
Microbiologist Dr. Heidi Light12 sponges by a group of Iowa
foot also recommended boiling or
researchers at the University of
Iowa health laboratory.
pressure cooking the sea
Several biology professors at
sponges. "I would want to know
EWU were. asked Tuesday about
which supports the growth of less
the use of natural sea sponges.
bacteria, the sea sponges or
cotton tampons?" Dr. Horace Simm_s, whose

Lightfoot added, "It's not possible to insert a sea sponge
aseptically, nor is the vagina an
aseptic environment."
· Dr. Bruce Lang didn't believe it_
would be possible to get the sea
sponges clean. "A sea sponge
contains millions of little cavities, they feed on bacteria and
fungus. I would not recommend
their use."
Sacred Heart Hospital Epidemiology Department is recom-

-

mending a moderate course of
action to women accorduig to
Lynn Baird of Spokane's Planned
Parenthood.
"They are recommending using tampons (other than Rely)
durmg the day with frequent
changes, and the use of pads at
night," said Baird.
The FDA has warned that sea
sponges have not been approved
officially and should not be advertised as tampon substitutes.
'
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Univ.ersiW Court battle ends
H,asangets
promotion
by Jim Crosby
Editor
After a three-year court battle,
S.M. Jameel Hasan wa.s promoted a professor of business and
management last Thursday.
"Right now I am in a pretty
good state of contentment, "
Hasan said.recently in an interview .
Along with the promotion ,
Hasan will receive back pay and
compensation for benefits he
would have been entitled to when
his promotion was denied. The
university also agreed to pay
Hasan 's attorney fees.
Following a Unit Personnel
Committee's refusa l to promote
him in January 1977 , Hasan filed
a Level I grievance form.
A Level I committee convened
and discovered that the UPC had
made "significant computational
and procedural errors .and ommissions. "
The committee also determined that if the errors and
ommissions had not occurred,
Hasan would have been one of the
top three candidates for promotion to professors in the management department.
Three promotions were granted that year in the business
management department.
Furthermore, the Level I committee recommended that Hasan
take his grievance to the Faculty
Appeals Committee, which is
Level II.
Hasan filed his grievance with
the F AC Sept. 25, 1977.
" From Sept. 25 through Nov. 7,
I called about the status of my
grievance. It was then I discovered that there was no committee," Hasan said.
The failure to appoint members
to the F AC was a violation of
WAC 172-129-()80(4), which requires that the committee meet
no later than Sept. 25.
"After I filed my grievance and
received no communication on it,
I petitioned Dr. Frederickson on
the Level I decision,'' Hasan said.
· Frederickson said that until a
griev~nt exhausts all administrative remedies, including Level II,
"I'm really reluctant to sit as
judge,'' adding that Hasan should
have waited until the F AC convened.
(Continued on Page 5)
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Sex myths
discounted
by Je.rry King
How· a man eats his food may
hold the clue to his sexual abilities. And playing "footsie" can be
an effective way to get a good
sexual response from a woman.
These are the conclusions of
medical experts involved in a
seminar on "Sexual Problems in
Medicine" conducted at Mount
Sinai Medical Center in Miami.
Drs. William Masters and Vir-

Peering through early Tuesday evening· clouds, a friendly star glitters long enough to give Easterner
photographer Marc Kriz a memorable photograph.

Po.etry ·se··en·· as ther~py

perts
human well-known
sexuality, disginia on
Johnson,
exI
counted some commonly accepted myths aJ)out men's expertise ,
on se~ual mat~rs and what they
by Jeannie Oesterreicher
education, and psychology when
think stimulates women.
EWU Journalism Center
he first became interested in
In a recent United .Press arPoetry is not just for English using poetns in the classroom.
ticle,'Johnson said the male is not
class anymore.
Terhaar's assistant, Tim Bolenecessarily the expert .on sex.
Innovative uses for poetry have witz, works at Sacred Heart
"The greatest mistake he can
been the basis for a poetry Hospital in the psychiatric unit as
make ls to believe he must 'make
therapy group started by Joe an occupational therapist. The
his mark. "
Terhaar at Eastern Washington two have worked together before
Noting that women generally
University. The group meets in therapy groups and are curhave a higher physiological capaWednesday nights on campus and rently try"ing to perfect techbility to respond to sexual stim:is open to anyone interested in niques on poetry therapy for use
uli, Masters said "the total body
joining.
in Terhaar's master's thesis.
can be an erogenous zone." He
"Poetry therapy consists of
"The poetry session is not
said studies have shown some
people writing their own poems · geared to deciding if a poem is
women "have been stimulated to
or identifying with other's, good or bad, analytically," Terorgasm" ·through manipulation
whichever is more helpful," Ter- haar said. "Rather it is a way
of the toes.
haar said in a recent interview.
for people to learn to express
A study by Dr. Maurice Yaffee
The emphasis of the group is on themselves and a way to get at
of Guys Hospital ln London,
self-exploration and self- feelings which poetry can cryswhich established a relationship
expression, he said. Personal talize."
between impotence and eating
perceptions and feelings are what
The spontaneity of the sessions
ha~its, was also a feature topic at
the group is interested in.
and of writing poetry can counthe seminar.
Terhaar, 25, is a graduate teract defenses that often get in
According to the study, slow,
student seeking a master's ·i n the way, he said.
careful eaters were found to be
counseling psychology. He . reA technique he uses is to have
(Continued on Page 5)
ceived his B.A. in elementary group members write a 1 poem

starting each line with "I ·wish"
or " I dream." "This is very
effective when people can spontaneously write their feelings and
not screen them," he said.
"It is up to each person to
decide if they want to share their
poems or their feelings. We hope
that people will \\'.ant to share but
primarily we are interested in
people becoming familiar with
their feelings for themselves,"
Terhaar said.
Ground rules stipulate that the
sessions are stricly confidential
and are not to be discussed
outside of the group. Members
are not obligated to 'attend and
. may withdraw at any, time.
"I like to manage the grorp
in such a way that we steer awi•y
from rumination and stagnation.
We encourage people to grow, not
indulge in self-pity or use the
therapy in a self-destrucl.ive
manner," he said.
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He remembers - Republicans
E~i:~w that our new president will not read this. Hopefully, those
d Rea an will read il, become watchdogs, and take heed.
who supporte
g something from this short history lesson
Maybe they can 1earn
. .
' • hl fter work I sat in a local tavern drmkmg a beer The
Last mg , a
'
·
Id
th t h
man next lo me, wearing old jungle fatigues, to me a e wasn't an

Reagan:

Charming and
quite alarming

Ronald Reagan's "landslide"
election to the Presidency last
'week was nol the mandate for his
admmistration by the general
populace that he would like the
public to believe.
Reagan look a startling number of electorial votes, but he by
no means won a landslide of the
popular vole; it certainly was not
of landslide proportions.
I do not believe those who voted for Reagan were
especially crazy about a Reagan Presidency either.
I think they just did not like Jimmy Carter.
Likewise, those who voted for Carter did not like
Reagan and those that voted for John Anderson did
not like either one of them.
Whether Reagan's election will ultimately be
good for the country remains to be seen. I
personaily do not think so, but inept presidents have
been known to grow to the office in the past.
We can only hope.
Fortunately, very few political candidates transpose their campaign rhetoric into political action
once they are actually in office.
I pray that the realities of the office will change
Reagan's perceptions on some issues that are vital
to the well-being of this country and the world.
If Reagan follows his campaign promises for
economic recovery, many hard-fought-for environmental laws will be in severe jeopardy.
Reagan's closest business advisers--execulives
from the steel, oil and utilities industries-are
pressing him for changes in the 10-year-old Clean
Air Act. They particularly want to see less stringent
national standards for sulfur dioxide emissions
from auto exhausts and industrial wastes.
With the United States burning more coal to
reduce dependency on foreign oil, sulfur dioxide
levels are likely to rise because coal is very high in
s•1lfur dioxide content.
We hardly need a relaxation of these laws. If
anything stricter controls are needed, because
sulfur dioxide emissions are the chief contributors
to air pollution and acid rain (See Nov 6 issue of
The Easterner .]
ing these environmental controls impairs the progress of the nation's economic recovery.
So his administration is expected to reduce
fede~al pollution abatement standards it considers
detrimental to growth and recovery.
They call that "regulatory reform."
I call it "insanity."

Kerry

Rus Turner

Since Republicans have also taken over control of
the Senate, environmentalists may find themselves
fighting an uphill batue to preserve environmental
laws already on the books. Conservation leaders say
they will now be looking more to the House for votes
to block measures they oppose.
It is feared that the Alaska Lands Bill will be a
major casualty of the recent election. The House
and Senate have passed different versions of the bill
to set aside over 100 million acres of federal land in
Alaska for wilderness preservation, but it is now
unlikely they will reach a compromise.
The Reagan Administration may send up its own
bill on a take-it-or-leave-it basis because of this
deadlock, ruining four years of effort on one of the
most significant pieces of land use legislation in
U.S. history.
Marion Edey, director of the League of Conservation Voters, says she expects the Reagan
Administration to place a high priority on dismantling such key environmental programs as safeguards against toxic substances, radioactive wastes
and destructive strip-mining for coal.
Other factors of Reagan's plan for economic
recovery also cause me great concern.
Reagan has proposed gargantuan budget and tax
cuts as the guts of his economic program, such as 011
immediate $35 lo $40 billion tax cut to promote o
quick recovery
In add1llon, Reagan has proposed three more
successive 10 percent personal mcome lax cuts,
plus mdexing taxes a11d accelerated depreciation.
By his own admission, Reagan says thi · program
will cost $192 billion a year by 1985
Such a huge boost 111 th purchasing power of the
American public could only result 111 r newed
inflation unless a miracle occurs.
Walter Helter, Regents Professor of Economics at
the University of Minnesota, says one uch miracle
would be that "contrary to all available economic
evidence, lhe tax cuts would so greatly stimulate
(Continued 011 Page 5l
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- - Wants Reagan - ___ impeached - - -

Lyman

The
Mari Perrotti
-Easterner- Jerry King
Kerry Lyman

alcoholic.
•
b
"Good," I said and continued drinkmg my eer.
" I was a gunner,'' he told me
"Chopper?"
?"
"No, armored cav Tanks. You were over there too, huh
"Yeah, 3rd Marines. ·67-68."
?"
"God, maybe you knew my broth~:· Dave .
"No, I don't remember the name..
.
,.
"He got blown away in Quang Tn City durmg Tet
"Sorry lo hear that. It was bad there."
"Yeah but il was a long time ago "
Someo~e told the guy then that it was his turn at the pool table.
As he walked away, I noticed that he limped.
"RPG Shrapnel "
After he left, I looked around the place and saw three others who had
been rn Viet Nam. All of them, including my elf, had been rn;ured.
1 feel that many lessons can be learned from this Ii tie ep1Sode. The
point r would hke to make is this: Regardless of how strong Mr
Reagan makes our m!l1ta0 con\ ent1onal and/or nuclear the bullets
and shrapnel of third rate, third world countr~es can maim people and
shatter families as easily a our expensive, first rate arsenal He has
already made the threats
Please, do not let it happen again

Editor:
Now that the American puhl,c ha· tooped ·o Jo,,., a to el
a man
like Ronald (Blockade Cuba> Reagan Pre 1dent, I ha, e a question:
Where do I write to b reg1 ·tered as a coru- 1en 1ous obJ tor and or
when does the next plane to a neutral countr) lea\ ?
I would also like to take this opportumt) o be th ftr _t to call for
Ronnie's impeachment
IJrtin Orr
_c\n 18-~ ' r-old EWU tudenl
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*** The Candidates ***

Let's get back to work

Get out and vote today
by Jim Crosby
Editor

8 a.m. to 7 p.m. PUB & Tawanka

Ther~ is a set of regulations here at E WU that has kept two
people m and out of Spokane County Superior Court for the last
three years.
I_ am talking, of course, about the Faculty Appeals and
Grievance. Procedures and the interpretations of them by
EWU President H. George Frederickson and (now) Professor
S.M. Jameel Hasan.
These two individuals spent countless hours in court at
horn~ and in school (not to mention the money they sp~nt)
has~m~ out what seems to me to be a difference m opin10n.
It 1s time they could have spent usefully in their Jobs, which,
by the way, is educating.
President Frederickson believes that instead of him
de~iding the validity of Hasan's 1977 promotion denial
grievance, Hasan's colleague's should have.
To say the president was upset by a court judge telling him
to decide Hasan's promotion is a gross understatement. He
doesn't want the courts meddling in the university's business.
Frederickson wanted Hasan's colleague's to decide whether
he should have been promoted
. Hasan, on the other hand, saw it a different way, under a
different light.
After receiving Level I (department chairman/dean)
decision that his peers had made computat10n errors in his
evaluation for promotion and after being told that he should
have been promoted, Hasan did not think it right to go to Level
II l the Faculty Appeals Committee).
~nd Hasan was right, to an extend. The university's faculty
grievance procedures do not contain a clause which delineates
the procedures that a faculty member should follow after he
receives a favorable Level I decision.
Hasan interpreted the non-existent clause as meaning
he should go to the president <Level III) after Level I ·
President Frederickson has the idea that it is customary fo~
the faculty member to go to Level II before Level III.
So, who is right? The court said Hasan is.
I do not think anyone will be right until a committee is
formed to straighten out and clarify the regulations.
And it should be done quickly before the university finds
1t elf devoting more time to litigation than to education.

Mateo Arteaga
Finance

..

vice president

***
Douglas R. Jordan

***

Steve Workman
Leg. position 2

***

Tom Julian

/

Leg . p osition 3

/

***

Brad Sturgill

Hughes criticzed
Editor:
Steve Hughes, your so-called "staff columnist", 1s a determent <sic)
to your otherwise fine newspaper. He seems to lack any knowledge of
proper journalism. I assume a staff member given the large amount of
space that Hughes is given would have proper journalisim back ground
It is my understanding that Hughes has never taken a class in
journalism at EWU and has little or no background whatsoever in
writing (as proven by his shoddy attempt at hard news in the Oct. 30
edition of The Easterner concerning campus thefts l
Unfortunately, his poor writing abilities have been assigned to the
most important issue facing Americans-electing a president
Most local newspapers would not think of allowing even their best
writers to attempt to analyze such a complex i sue Instead, they rely
on experts who write objective syndicated columns I cannot believe a
campus newspaper editor would actually assign an inexperienced
writer, with obvious political biases and hatreds, to tackle such a
challenging assignment.
For your information I am not a Republican or a Democrat. What I
am is convinced that Steve Hughes is dragging down the qulaity (sic)
of your publication.
I sincerely suggest that he be assigned to something more suitable to
his ability and experience--such as circulation .
Mike Ba lderson
EWU Student

John Ha w kins

***

Leg. position 5

1

2514.

l ;j

***

Photographs not available for John Shasky, Jeff Lascheild, Bill Fortune and Becki
Deishl.

For more information, contact
the AS office m PUB 303, 359,

.

Leg. position 4

David Rudy

All student are urged to vote m
the general elections today.

I

/

The AS will be selling up an
information ta ble during noon in
the PUB beginning next week.
This is established to better
inform our students and all students are encouraged to stop by
and learn what is going on in your
student government.

The A will be coming out with a
hst of over 200 scholarships in the
near future, please be on the look
out.

***

Decisions on the L. \ . Hall issue
will be made next Thursday at 10
a.m. at the Board of Trustees
meeting in either the commuter
lounge or the PUB Council Chambers All students are welcomed
to come and show their support.

The Academic Senate is considering remo,ing all students and
administers off of all faculty
committees . This will be discussed at the next meeting on Monday, Nov 17 at 3 p.m. in the
Commuter Lounge.
All students are asked to please
answer _the AS survey which will
be administered during registration, so that AS can better serve
your needs.

.

..

..
Thursday, November
13, 1980
.,
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by Debbie Bohnet
Staff Writer

,.,

The sensational woi,-ld premier-e of ''Big Bucks and Three
Piece Suits Til Kingdom Come,
Amen!''_opens tonight_at 8. This ·
exciting real-life drama' will be
performed in the · university
theatre.·•. '
"Big Bucks ... " was written by
Joseph L. Mitchell, a senior· in
Radio-Television at EWU~,lt is a
story based on Mitchell's real life
experience.
"'It was a personal experience
although I greatly exaggerated it
to make il more theatrical," he
said.
.
The two and a half hour play
took Mitchell a year to write. "I
wrote the first act in the bathtub.
My wife was home to watch the
kids so I just sQaked in the tub
and wrote. The second and third
acts took much longer," Mitchell
explained.
The story line of the . . play
speaks on serious social issues.
"It was not written to exploit a
race but is intended rather to give
a balanced protray~l of some of
the serious moral questions that
. t ., modern-day Americans are faced
'-$.
·}
with. The definite statement of
Playwright, and actor, Joseph L. Mitchell rehearses with lead actress
the play concerns the excesses of
Merrelli Munk, who portrays his girlfriend NallCY in "Big Bucks and
rigidity in belief and the destructThree Piece Suits Til Kingdom Come, Amen!" The contemporary
ive nature of this rigidity," he
drama explores the nature of emotional commitments and the
continued.
stresses that occur as a result of those
commitments.
.

..

-

,Current··cam:pus -research<
shown at Science Fair
.

'

J

activity when they asked embar.rassing questions such- a·s : "Do
"Step right up; who will be my
you have a boyfriend? or Who did
next victim?" said Dr. William
you kiss last night?"
Williams with a devilish smile.
Though the audience couldn't
He is not a fiendish ghoul 1eft
read the print out, Williams,
over from Halloween but a. prochortling and rubbing his hands
fessor of psycnology trying to
together would let them know
interest ·junior high and high
when they had gotten an emotion·school students in higher educaal response to their questions.
tion through the recent EWU
The polygraph machine is preScience Fair.
sently being used at EWU by
A group of kids surge forward,
Williams and his associates in
arms waving, ~ailing, "Me, me
their search for a noninvasive
choose me."
means of mapping the human
All . want to the victimized,
brain.
hooked up to the mad scientist's
"To date, most of our informamachine, a Beechman Polytion on the human brain has been
graph.
.,.,
gathered either through surgery
"I had originally planned to
or invasion with drugs," said
lecture on our research in psyWilliams. "Subjects .were underchophysiology," said Williams.
standably brain damaged," he
Psychophysiology is the study
said.
of mental res~nses in relation to
Williams is attempting to elim1bodily function, such as, pulse .,, nate the risks involved with
rate or sweat activity.
mappmg tne brain amt open
What happened was kids disresearch into the normal human
brain.
covered they could get a · big
reaction out of victims wired to
Three types of electronic
the polygraph for pulse and sweat
means of measuring brain acti,,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..___v_i.,.:ty are being tested.
by Sheila Svastisalee
~ Staff Writer

"We want to assess activity on
the left and right side of the
brain," said Williams.
"We know most people process
language and produce speech
from the left side of the brain.
We've learned spatial perception
is handled by the right side of the
brain," Williams added.

\

420s 198th s.w. ,101
Lynnwood, WA 98036
(Enclose a self-addressed,
stamped large envelope)
,

,

Furnished
$200
l!Jnfurnished . $190-·
235-6155
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-PRECIOUS GEMS ·

AIWtllllmow
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UP TO 26% OFF WITH COUPON

ffauut/nlca

N. 3 Wall - 747-4997.

~~

. Lµ!lcheon menu served from 10:30 a.m. - 2:15
. p.m.

;

(

Thurs., Nov. 13 Vegetable Soup, Gr. Reuben Sandwich/
Corn Chips, Turkey Tetrazzini, Chef Salad
Bowl, Chuckwagon Corn, Salad Bar
Fri., Nov. 14
Clam Chowder, Tuna Cheese Melts, Meat
Casserole, Taco Salad, Peas, Salad Bar
Sat, Nov. 15
Brunch
Sun., Nov. 16 Brunch
Mon., Nov. 17 Crm. Chicken Soup, Lasagna, Tuna Salad
Bowl, Hoagie, Pickled Beets, Salad· Bar
Tues., Nov. 18 Le,:itil Soup, Fishwich, Beef Hash/Gravy,
Veg. Salad Bowl, Peas, Salad Bar
·
Wed., Nov. 19 Veg. Beef Soup, Coneys/Potato Chips,
Shepherd's Pie, Chef Salad Bowl, Wax
Beans, Salad Bar
•'

- - - Friday, November 14 - Spokane Opera House
- 8 p.m. - Admission $4.00

Tickets st all M&M outlets and ski shops.
Presented by Spokane Ski Racing Association.

---1

I

~

Kim Contos, proprietor

.

.

The Eastern
Washington Uni·
The event is free and open to
I
•
verf:ity Jazz Ensemble will ·make, the public.
its 1980 debut Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. in
the PUB.
The evening will also mark the
·COLLEGE ·PARK
premier performance of a second
jazz· ensemble, called the "Lab
APARTMENTS
Band.", The existence of two enW. 18 2nd
sembles enables more stuc!ents
than ever to participate.
The program will include such
selections as "Tuning Up," by
Toshiko Akiyoushi, "Come Sunday," a gospel ballad by Butch
after 1~30 p.m.
Nordal, and the Woody Herman
, classic, "Opus de Funk."

Photo cells are placed in the
cethalic region, just above the
eyebrows. Differences in blood
flow passing through the arteries
can be measured.

The team effort involved in this
. research and the Fair presentation include: Bill Stewart. Dave '
Strayer, Mark Macias and Pamela Blackwood.

..

1

Jazz · . ensefflble·debuts

LORD
-GOLD
-STERUNG SILVER.

"We hope measuring ·these exterior vessels will give us an idea
of what is going on in the interior
brain," he said.

ing and definition and where
movement was lacking.
"We originally liad a happy
ending, which-was how I like it
best, but some wo~en feminfsts
suggested it was a cop-out ending. So I rewrote it. We might
alternate endings each night to
see which one works best and is
best received by the audience,"
Mitchell said.
The play is entere~ · in the
American College Theater Playwrite Competition Festival. If it
wins ·the regional festival, the
. -cast will travel to 0regon to
perform it. From there, if the
· play wins ,the national competition they will perform it in
Washington D .C.
, The production company is in
contact with theaters across the
country now. Any school who
., 1'0(1Uests production rights will
have,to pay Mitchell r-oyalites to
perform it.
..
~
Just what is next · for this
multi-talented author and student? "I \\'.Ould like to write for
television if I· ca~ g~t my foot in
the door. However I am trained in
,advertising and promotion, so if I
can't write I'll go into the broadcasting end of it." .
· So np matter what the future
holds, one can be sure that for
Joseph Mitchell the show will go
on in ~me form or another.

'

One method of testing this
theory is to measure brain activity by checking one's BVP or
~lood Volume Pulse.

AIRLINE ~OBS
FREE INFO
NATIONWIDE
WRITE:
AIRLINE PLACEMENT
BUREAU

Tne drama centers around the
relationships Jack has with bi's
best friend Phill and his Italian
girlfriend Nancy. "There are no
villains except maybe the circumstances these people ·find
themselves in," Mitchell said.
"There are a lot of light mo.:
men ts in the play. It is not just
mindless entertainment. I ~hink it
i,s a story that every adult will be
able to relate to in' some way,"
the afithor ·surmised.
. The play hosts a cast of ten
consisting of four black and- six
white, actors. ~itche.ll plays
Jack, the male lead jn the play,.
''.!'wanted to just sit back and
watch the final production on
stage but not enough black male
actors auditioned. So I have the
lead. I really don't have much
confidence in my ;icting, but
rehearsals are going wen so far," ,
Mitchell said.
Merrelle R. Munk, a fashion
merchandizing major, · stars as
Ja k's girlfriend Nancy. Stanton
D. Wilkerson, Mitch~ll's real-life
friend from Spokane will play
Phil.
The play is directed by Gene
Engene, the director of the University Theatre and Dance department. Enge,9e spent many
hours going through the orig{nal
script with Mitchell pointing out
where char~cters needed tighten-

Breakfast/Lunch ticl(eta are available in the cashier's Office· for 10
punches for breakfast or lunch at $15 per tickets or $1.60 per meal.
Dinner Hours 4:16 ~ 6:30
,

.

J

'v

Recreation pr·ograms·
offer challenges,·thrills
'

Basic camping skills are taught
by Ginny Kavanaugh
in the wilderness backpacking
· Eastern offers a wide variety of
class
.(Rec. 206). Students learn
classes to meet the individual ·
about pr:oper wilderne~ attire,
needs of each student. Education
how. to read maps and comis for those who like to teach,
passes, how to, purify water and
business for those who can ·tolcooking on a camp stove.
erate the paper work, and theater
or dance for those who like to
A course designed to build
perfotm. For the bold aventurer
one's confidence is Outdoor AdEWU's outdoor ·recreation clasventure (Rec. 325). Students are
, ses offer unique physical and taught rapelling and rook climbmental challenges.
ing. They are also taught rope
'11ler.e are five options offered
courses, using the ropes to walk
to oµtdoor recreation majors acacross high places, and swing
cording t() Alan Ewert, professor
from place to place, Tarzan style.
of recreation. These classes will
As a group the class is placed in
help those interested in working
the woods at night with directions
with various adventure proto find the nort~ star and head
grams, the Parks and F.orest
east.
Service, as -well as those who
If the outdoor adventure group
want to start their own business.
should get lost, there would be
While . they may not. climb
nothing to worry about, EWU's
Mount Everest, EWU students
Search and Rescue class (Rec.
are gi:ven a thorough education in
415) would find them in no time at
crevice rescue, and snow and
all. The class is carefully trained
glacier travei. '11le mountaineerby a variety of specialists. They
ing class (Rec. 307) takes two
are
often asked to respond to
field trips to Canada and Mt.
calls of help from the Sheriff's
Rainier, where they can apply
department.
their classroom training in pracThe class which provides the
tical situations.

Reagan~."~~------:-

,
.

'

.

· Sl:l~~E jESUS

'

Outward Bound is a good idea
for any outdoor recreation major
to consider. It offers much more
experience than just a week end.
Jts goal is to build personal
confidence and knowledge that
will enable the participant to
handle any type of situation that
may arise while camping. For
more information contact Ewert
at 359-7097.

info night
.

Big Brothers and Sisters of
Spokane County is having an Information Night Tuesday Nov.
18, 7-8 p.m., at the· Bingo
Building, Boone and Monroe.
Everyone is invited.
The title for the meeting is
"Everything You've Always
Wanted to Know About Big Brothers and Sisters, But Were Afraid to Ask." It's an opportunity
to find out about being a Big
Brother or Sister, without worrying that you are going to be
signed up on the spot!
There will be free refreshments
and several, door prizes will be
given away. · Speakers will include several matched Big Brothers and Sisters, with
slide
presentation.
.
The need for Big Brother and
Sister volunteers, to share a
weekly activity with a Little
Brother and Sister, continues. At
last count, 146 Little Brothers
were on the waiting list.

a

TOP -50

. Eastern Waslmgton Univtnily
Baptist Student Miristries

AT
DISCOUNT

•RECORDS
•TAPES

'invites you
Thursdays 5-7

Ewert said a more in-depth
recreation program is known as
Outward Bound, is offered by
only seven schools in the U.S. The
nearest school is lpcated in Portland. The classes are held outside
ranging in length from nine days
to a whole semester. Credits vary
according to length of classes. ·

·BrothersSistfJrs plan

<Continued from Page 2)
work, savings and investment that the resulting
revenue reflow would largely or wholly pay for the
tax cuts."
Heller says another miracle that would prevent
Reagan's immense tax cuts from producing more
inflation would be for Reagan to cut the budget so
r
drastically that the inflationary impact of the ta)!:
cuts would be offset.
Reaga~'s figures show a required cut of $64 to $92
billion a year by 1985 to do this. Adding a modest $30
billion to the defense budget to carry out Reagan's
campaign promises of a stronger military would
raise the non-defense budget-cutting targets to
$94-$122 billion a year.
What woulC, be cut from the budget to reach these
ambitious goals?
· Reagan's plan would require a 50 percent-plus cut
to all programs other than defense, interest on the
debt and "necessary entitlements already granted
to the Amer,can people" such as Social SecuritY'and
health care benefits and unemployment compensation.This means a 50 percent or more cut in pr~grams
such as international affairs, transportation, edu. cation, revenue sharing and energy.
Heller says this "simply cannot be done." And he
is right: Only a man of Reagan's innumerable
mental capabilities would think it possible:
· Heller, who also served as the C~airman of .the
Council of Economic Advisers under President
• ' . Kenne4y and Johnson, says of Reagan's economic
policies ~'His rhetoric is charming and disarming,
but ·the content~ quite alarming."

..

ultimate challenge for the true
outdoorsman is survival education (Rec. 415). After a quarter of
careful training in basic life
support skills, the students get a
chance to act. With only a can for
water, a flint steel, a wool blanket
and the clothes on their .backs,
they must survive a week end in
the woods.

PRICES

p.m.

N. 2nd & Oakland

PETERSON'S TOWN & COUNTRY

in Cheney
Forlnfo & rides call 235-4678
i

1814 2nd

CHENEY, WA

.

235-6122

.

AMWAY
5% off all product
lines for EWU students
CALL 235-4727 or 235-4200
,, '

ASK ABOUT OUR
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

____

coupon
....__.~

.......... ----------------1814 2nd

Cheney

235-6122
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(Continued frorp Page 1)
"I made a guarantee at one
point that if he ·(Hasan) went to
Level II, . I would abide by the
Level Il's recommendation,"
Frederickson said.
Asked what a faculty member
should do after receiving a favorable Level I recommendation,
Frederickson said, "We have
assumed that the Level I grievant, according to the by-laws, can
appeal to Level II. U ft is
favorable, the matter goes to the
president. If the president is
satisfied, then the matter simply
goes to the Board of Trustees.
"However I if the president is
. not satisfied, then the custom is
that the president refers it to
Level II.
"It is more a matter of custom.
The by-laws does not say you can
not do it and we have assumed
that since the by-laws does not
· say we can not do it. .. that is was
acceptable to go ahead and do
it," Frederickson said. .
That procedural point, ~rederickson said, was what Hasan
challenged in court.
Between February and May
1978, Hasan ~aid he made "several goodwill attempts" to settle
the promotion issue "without
resorting to litigation."
Among those attempts, Hasan
said, was to appoint a committee
composed of three "vice" people,

including a former F AC chair-. man, to adjudicate the issue,
"Frederickson declined, and I
still don't know why," Hasan
said.
"I always felt that Level II was
never necessary, but to avoid the
lengthy litigation, I was willing to
live by a decision by highly
r.espectable vice people," he said.
Both alternatives were rejected by Frederickson.
In May 1978, Hasan filed suit in
Spokane County Superior Court
to compel Frederickson to make
a decision.
The court ruled that the Level I
administrator did not have the
authority to make a final decision
in the issue and that Hasan
should proceed through Levels II
and III.
Hasan appealed the decision.
The Appelate Court decided in
Dec.1979 that a favorable Level I
recommendation did not require
Hasan to appeal tQ Level II, and
ordered Frederickson to promote
Hasan if he was convinced the
promotion would have been
awarded if not for errors and
ommissions.
"By then the courts had said,
'we want you to review the
record.' And I said I don't want to
review the record, I want his
colleagues to review the record,
they are a better judge than I
am," Frederickson said.

Sex----------;---<Continued

from Page 1 >
mostly sensuous lovers. Slow
eaters who did not enjoy their
food had trouble attaining and
maintaining an erection, while
fast eaters were either susceptible to premature ejaculation or

I

· had few sexual episodes.
Also covered were incestuous
relationships. Dr. Howard Engle
of Mount Sinai spoke of brothersister relationships as the most
common. But he pointed out that
the mother-son relationship was
the most dangerous of all.

-------------------------'TOASTM IXTER·s

'

Every Wednesday: 8 a.m_.
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
3rd Floor - PUB

~~~~frk)~
Bring this coupon with you to Toastmixters either Nov.

19 or Dec. 3, 1980. It will be placed in a drawing. If
your signed coupon is drawn, it will be worth $15
towards WINTER QUARTER'S TUITION at EWU.

YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WINI
Signed._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Paid for by an interested member of TMX

, -......,

____________________________ _,,,
CLIP COUPON
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iVer.s comic .n osta
."'

.

'

The cast is further enhanced t/y
the accompanists are Paul Atby Kelly Hitchcock
several ,wild Indians, a troop of . kinson, Ilene Crawford, and Tami
; Nostalgia buffs who are not
forest rangers, and a bevy of
Lybbert.
above a little sc~altz will have
prudish finishing school gJrls on
The set was designed by Curt
a chance to indulge their passion
holiday.
These
assorted
characSchnell,
·an alumni of EWU.
tonight at the Showalter Auditers will be played by Steve
Scl!nell has done designs for the
torium when the Univel'sity
Blocher,
Jeff
Bush;
Craig
Smith,
Civic Theatre in Spokane and is
Music Theatre , presents "Little
Terry
Friel;
Carol
Gabrielli,
now with ,Universal Studios in Los
Mary Sunshµle."
Angeles.
Steve
Micek,
Rochelle
MontgomA spoof of 1930 musicals,· it is
Director John Duenow. said,
/set in an old Colorado mountain 1 •ery, Scott Murphy, ·Bob Schiµyer,
Beth Wamch, Jane Wride, Linda
''The students are doing really
town. The song and dance rouDyer,
and
Pam
Fe~genbutz.
well.
It's difficult to put together
, tines are. based on operettas by
a show of this complexity in
Students from all over the
Jeanette McDonald -and Nels9n
campus, ~ajoring in many. difseven
weeks. They're showing
Eddy.
ferent
areas,
will
participate
in
great
effort
and everything and
"Little Malry Sunshine" is detonight's show. One member of
everyone is pulling together
liberately filled with .cornball
the
cast,
Paul
Atkinson,
had
origreally well."
songs and situations.,. The 24
inally tried out for the position of
The New York Times describes
songs include clapping choruses,
:
accompanist.
After
being
talked
the
play as "A merry and sprightcrazy waltzes, and lilting duets
into
a
singing
audition,
he
was
ly spoof of an era when 'jlJStice
such as "Once in a Blue Moon,"
cast
as
the
male
lead.
always
triumphed', when 'good
"Colorado ~ove Song''. and
Another member of the cast,
meant good and bad meant bad.'
"Mata Harl".
Stan Bech, has starred in eight
The burlesque is delightful and
m1:1Sical productions and was also
humorous ... "
The plot uses all the characters
the lead in "South Pacific" at Big
"Little Mary Sunshine" pro' essential -to an oldtime. meloBend· Community College in . vides fine entertainment for the
drama: a beautiful, ·ever-optim· entire family. Performed in ShoMoses Lake, Wash.
istic Mary is played by Shawna
Usually, the choreography and
walter Auditorium, it will run
Reitan, her stalwart captain porpublicity
of
a
production,are
done
tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8
trayed by Stan Bech. Fodie Jo
by two or more individua)s. Howp.m. There wiU also be a ·matinee
Short plays Mary's coquettish
ever,
both
are
being
done
for
this
·
on
Sunday, Nov. 16 at 3 p.m.
maid, Paul Atkinson is th~ corplay by the multi-talented Kim
Tickets will be available at the
poral, Rosemary Como is a reResnik
WeeJts.
Costumes
are
by
·
door;
$2 for adults· and EWU
tired .German opera singer, and
Kathlyn Haskins; the assistant
students with ID will be admitted
Randy Fraiser is the slightly
director is Shawna Reitan, and
free.
lecherous general.

Tonight, Friday and Saturday at 8..

• •

.,

Shawna Marie Reitan, right, will be featured with Rosemary E. Como,
center, and Stan Bech in the EWU Music Theatre's pre$entation of
"Little Mary Sunshine." This musical spoof of operettas from the
1930s is slated as nostalgic comedy suitable for the entire family.

.

Visit.ing writer will read in Spokane
November 13
8 a.m. Roger Williams Exhibit, Eastern Photography

Gallery ·
.
12 noon 'JWomen and Art in General," Women's Center,
114 Monroe Hall
12 noon· and 7 p.m. "King Lear," Kennedy Library
Auditorium
8 p.m. "Big Bucks and Three P.iece Suits Til Kingdom
Come, .Amen·! " University Theatre, Students: Free,
Others: $3
8 p.m. '·' Little Mary Sunshine", _
Music Theatre, Showalter · ~
Hall, Students: Free; Others: $2

Carolyn Kizer, a distinguished
visiting writer at EWU, will present a public reading of her work
Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. at the Spokane
Club.
A ·Spokane hative, Kizer is
currently teaching two graduatelevel classes in creative writing
as part of Eastern's new MFA
program.
Kizer's writings have been published in numerous magazines
·and journals. Her books include
''The Ungrateful G·arden,''

1:30 p.m. "Llttle&( Outlaw,'' PUB
. 6:30 p.m. "Thriller of the Year," Centre Theatre Group,

.

""Skatetown"

8 - p.m. "Big Bucks .... " 'University Theatre, Students:

Free; Others: $3
8 p.m. "Little Mary Sunshine," Music Theatre, Showalter
Hall, Students: Free; Others: $2
9 p.m. ASB Sponsored Dance, PU~
November ts

.'

Kizer has also served as director, professor, and visiting poet in
a wide variety of settings. She
has worked as a literature
specialist in Pakistan for the
State Department, as director of
the literary programs for the
National Endowment for the
Arts, and in various other positions in universities such as
Columbia University, the University of Iowa, and Washington
University.

NITE
at

· . . November 14

Hindquarter Restaurant, Spokal'.le

"Knock Upon Silence," and
"Midnight was My Cry." She is
also a founding editor of "Poetry
Northwest."
After earning her bachelor's
degree from Sarah Lawrence
College in 1945, she did postgraduate work as a Chinese
government fell ow in comparative literature at Columbia University from 1946-47. She then
studied poetry with Theodore
Roethke at the University of
Washington from 1953-54.

East 9415 Fourth, Spokane

..

- '

2 p.m. "Litt1~t Outlaw," PUB, 50 cents
6:30 p.m. "Thriller of the Year," Hindquarter Restaurant,
Spokane
7 p.m. "Kramer vs. Kramer," PUB, Students 75 cents,
Others: $1.50
·
·
8 p.m. "Little Mary Sunshine," Music Theatre, Showalter
Hall
8 p.m. "Big Bucks ... " Unversity Theatre

Nove'mber16

Monday, November 17

7 p.m. "Kramer vs. Kramer," PUB, Students : 75 cents,.
Others $1.50

7:00 - 10:30 p.m.

November17

"

3 p,m. ASEWU Legislative Meeting, PUB Council
Chambers
.
7 p.m. EWU Skate Night, Skate Town, 50 cents
· 8 p.m. Linda Stredwick, Soprano Recital, Music Building
Recital Hall

Skating Free -

50¢ Skate Rental

SPONSORED BY ASEWU
I

I

,l

I

I

I

•
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Secretary of State Edmund S.
Michigan President Harold T.
Muskie, speaking at Peace Corps Shapiro; and Yolanda King, a
20th anniversary rededication member of the Peace Corps
ceremQnies in Ann Arbor, Mich., Advisory Council, and daughter
called for rejecting ~e philoso- of the late Dr. Martin Luther
phy of defeatism and despair and King, Jr.
instead said ". . .for our sake, as
Among the 124 former Peace
well as - for others, we must - Corps volunteers at the ceremony
were Alan Gustin, chancellor of
continue the battle ... against
world poverty and hunger and
the Univ0rsity of Wisconsin, who,
hopelessness."
hearing Kennedy's words 20
years ago, accepted the chalMuskie, joined by the first
director of the Peace Corps,
lenge a~d became one of the first
Sargent Shriver, and the current
Peace Corps volunteers; and
director, Richard F. Celeste,
Dale Yamauchi, recently returnspoke from . the steps of the
ed from Brazil where she was the
Student Union at the University
80-thousandth volunteer to have
of Michigan. It was the spot
served in the Peace Corps.
where 20 years earlier, then
Raising his voice to be heard
presidential candidate John F.
over a small but noisy group of
anti-draft demonstrators, Muskie
Kennedy gave birth to the idea of
th~ Peace Corps.
reminded the crowd that some
600-million people in the world
Kennedy had arrived at those
steps at 2 a.m. in the morning on
t~y live in the most desperate
poverty. He said that in the
Oct. 14, 1960. Ten•thousand stuchanging world of the 80s, there is
dents were waiting up for him.
a new reality: "the growing
They heard Kennedy challenge
together of our future with th~
their ''willingness to contribute a
futures
of peoples in the developpart of. your life to this country.''
ing world...Those of you have
He had said "I come here tonight
asking for your support for this
served with the Peace Corps
country over 'the nfaxt decade."
around the world have a firstTwo decades later, Kennedy's
hand appreciation qf the histories
idea for ser.vice continue~
that separate the world's people's
through the Peace Corps.
and the destinies that unite us."
· Twenty years later, on Oct. 14,
Muskie drew applause from the
1980, 3,000 people. braved a cold,
audience when he challenged the
damp Michigan day, gathering
20 placard-carrying protesters:
on the steps of the Student Union
''You think life is hard for you?
· to hear Muskie, Shriver and
Why don't you join the Peace
Corps and find out what real
Celeste.speak of the Peace Corps,
its past, present and its future, in
hardship is?" Citing examples of
a world of rapid and drastic
Peace Corps programs in Malchanges.
asia, Monserrat, Upper Volta and
The ceremony marked the beMalawi, Muskie said: "These few
examples reflect a larger fact:
ginning of the ye~r-long series of
events celebrating the 20th anniPeace Corps today is making a
versary of the Peace Corps.
difference in the only way. that
matters-on the daily lives of
individuals whose daily lives are
harshest."
·
Refl~ting on the service of 80thousand men and women who
volunteered through the Peace
Corps since 1961, Muskie said:
"The Peace Corps struck a chord
Sam Brown, director of
of compassion and decency deep
ACTION, the federal agency for
within the American character, a
volunteer service programs incore of human values that has
cluding the Peace Corps, set the
been- and still· is-among our
theme of the day by saying
most powerful national assets."
"cooperation, n9t competition,
allows us to live in the world."
Later in the day, Celeste spoke
· Also participating in the reof vast, global changes during the
dedication ceremony were Reps.
last 20 years and of the need for
instituJions to keep up with those
Carl D. Pursell (R.-Mich.) and
John J. Cavanaugh (D.-Neb.);
changes. "Just as change comes
former Michigan Governor G personally to Peace Corps volMennen Williams; ·-University of unteers, just as change must.·

~~coope,:ation.,..
, Allows us to iive
in the world. '' ·

•·"'

,,

..

Peace Corj,s rededicated
at Kennedy founding site
.

,,

come to the Peace Corps itself as
it reshapes itself for the second 20
years," he said, "so, our Peace
Corps experience must lead us to
speak out more broadly for
change in the ·habits and institutions of our nation."
Celeste said that to share hi
building a more just, a more
humane, and thus a more peaceful world, " ...a Peace Corps
which focusses more effectively
on basic human needs in the
Third World, which. builds bridges across national boundaries,
can be one key vehicle through
which Americans respond to the
global challenges of the next two
decades.''

critical point
in history. . . ,,

~~ A

The need for change was also
noted by Tarzie Vittachi of Sri
Lanka. Currently deputy director
of UNICEF and an internationally-known journalist, Vittachi
said, " ...we have reached a
criticctl stage in
history of our
race. The age we are passing into
calls for a fundamental change in
social and political institutions, in
economic measurements and objectives, in the ,perception of the
magnitude and nature of human
needs ... ' ~
The Peace Corps i~ an autonomous part of ACTION, the federal agency for volunteer service
programs which include: VISTA
(Volunteers in Service to America), Foster Grandparents Program, Senior Companion Program, RSVP (Retired Senior Volunteer Program), anq University
Year for ACTION.
Persons interested in information · about service in the Peace
Corps and other ACTION pro. grams may call 800-424-8580, e~t.
93, toll free.

the

.

·N otices
Stucjent advising=========I
T~e first of three priority periods for winter· quarter registration
begins November 17, 1980. With this thought, General Undergraduate
Advising would like to take this time to pass on information useful to
the Declared and Undeclared Majors.
The Declared Major Departmental Advising period runs from Nov.
17 to Nov. 21. During this time students should make an appointment
with their advisor for selecting classes, defining programs and
working out problems that may have been encountered during the Fall
Quarter.
If you are considering declaring your major, stop by Showalter 105,
General Undergraduate Advising, and fill out the Major Declaration
form. This will allow us to forward your file to the respective
department for your further advising needs.
,
For those undeclared majors·needfng specific advisement contact
our office. H you're'undecided or just need clarification about classes
you want to take Winter Quarter, contact General Undergraduate •·
Advising for assistance.
This quarter the Registrar's Office is requesting th~t all students
select alternates for their first choice classes. This process will belp
reduce the unusually large nqmber of partial schedul~s encountered
during fall quarter.
The priority registration forms for Winter Quarter are: Nov. 17 to
Dec. 5, Dec. 8 to Dec. 22 and Dec. 23 to Jan. 9.

Teachers needed========•
The Foreign & Domestic Teachers Organization needs teacher.
applicants in all fields from Kindergarten through College to fill over
five hundred teaching vacancies both at home and abroad. ·
Since 1968, this organization has been finding vacancies and locating
teachers both in foreign countries and in all fifty states. They possess
h1:1ndreds of current openings and have all . the information as to
scholarships, gr,nts, and fellowships.
·
The prineiple problem with first year teachers is where to find the
jobs!
Their information and brochure is free and comes at an opportune
time when there are more teachers than teaching positions ..
Should you wish additional information about this organization, you
may write the Portland, Ore. Better Business Bureau or the National
Teacher's Placement Agency, Universal Teachers, Box 5231, Portland, Oregon 97208. .
.
They do not promise every graduate in the field of education a
definite position, however, they do promise to provide them with a
wide range of hundreds of current vacancy notices both at home and
abroad.

·Wl'NTER-VITAMIN ~-SPECiAL
Multiple Vitamins with Minerals
Reg.
$9.95

....

Size
216
432

$,15.95

Student Special - · .

. M.•

OWL PHARMACY
120 F St. - .Cheney, WA - 23~1
9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
·

.

.

.

·DID.-JOU KNOW
.·
.
. Wl~T~R-- QU~R~ER.
. REGISTR~TION B·EGINS.ON
'

. .. - . ,. .MONDAY? . · . ·.
..
I

...

"'

.

_.

~

•,

FRIDAY, NOVEMB~R 14th ·
IS
. < i

'HONKY TONK NIGHT'

,

.
'

You've procrastinated long e(Joughl Now's the: time to take
a closer look at ·ROTC by listing our 1- .credit intro course.as
one of your electives. There's no commitment - meets
2 days· per week - and· counts toward. graduation/
You'll gain insight into the lifestyle of an Army officer, learn
about pay and ben,efits, types of jobs and special schools,
travel opportunities, et~. You'll also have fun and.. )n the
process...probably surprise yourselfI
I

GRAB YOUR COWBOY HATS!

•

,

...

featuring

The Little Rock Band
' '

Admission $1.00 or
50c with Streeter S.F.C.
9:00 p.m. in the PUB Multi-Purpose Room

Get Down - Get Country
,,

· Look in the course announcement under the Department of
Military Science and register for HThe Army Officer" ~
you'll be glad you ffidl
· ·
..

FOR MORE' INFO CALL 369-2.388

.

.

· DID .YOU KNOW ·
WINTER ·nu~RTER REGISTRAllON
BEGINS ON·. MO·NDAY? ,

I,
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Bus routes
planned
.
,

Freedom Flight to Tabago: Twenty Theatre students froi:n EWU are planning a "freedom flight; , to
Tabago" to escape the United States before President-elect Reagan's administration takes office. -As ·a
1form of protest over the outcome of last week's election, they are checking into the possibility of buying the
island of Tabago, which is an island in the South Pacific that is up for sale.
Packed and ready to go are, from L to R, Lower row, Pat Dougherty, Fig leaf coordinator; Ellen
Norris-Master druid of "acting" virgin sacrifice (since they couldn't find a real virgin); Eric Hartley,
Resident lunatic and minstrel; Dean Wiles, Token go-fer; Upper Row, Jennifer Baldwin, minister of TLC;
Michae1 W. Lynch, Token Republican and contingency hostage; Bro Spencer O-'Knapp, head moron;
"Moose", Administrator of food•and finance; Mike Boley, Chief gardener; Diane Lamb, fig leaf elf; Steven
E. Kitzerow, Minister of mental advection fog-; Richard Adams, Head of Foreign Affairs.

Interview clllsS offered
I

by Brad Loosveldt
EWU Journalism Center
Some people think graduating
with a B.A. Degree will guarantee them a good job. They do
not realize how important the job
interview is; it could be the
difference between getting the
job or not.
Forrest "Skip" Amsden, the
director of EWU's Career Planning and Placement office at
Showalter. Hall, said "People
who come to us and take the
intervlew class and listen to what
we say will be a head and
shoulder better than those who
don't."
The CPP office compiles up-todate notebooks containing firm
names, what jobs are available,
, where the firm ·is located and
where to send the resume.
"We have contacts with man

Notice
ADVANCED PARKING DECAL SALES FOR WINTER '81
.....

will begin on Monday, Nov. 24,
1980, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Parking decals will be sold,
thereafter, Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Winter decals will also be sold
on Sunday, January 4, 1981, from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

n,··\
.....

I

businesses and school districts
nation wide," Amsden said. "We
make appointments with these
representatives for an interview.
We publicize in the Focus and in
placement fliers which representative is coming to the campus at what time and date." .....
The CPP office also aids students in obtaining interviews
with employers who do not come
to the campus.
"I can help the student by
calling the firm and asking them
if the interviewer would meet the
interviewee anywhere on the interviewer's route," Amsden said.
"Easterin Washington University competes very well against
colleges like Washington State
University and Idaho University
for jobs," he said.
"The CCP office will also help

prepare students for an interview. When a student finishes
college, there is one last hurdle
between the student and that job.
And that hurdle is the interview.
If you cannot clear that last
hurdle, you are going to have a
hard time getting that job."
The CCP has a three-week, twocredit interviewing class. Amsden sajd it is an excellent class.
Inexperienced students are told
how to prepare for the interview,
what questions the inlerviewee is
expected to ask and what questions the interviewee should stay
away from. There is also a 40minute video tape avai!able. The
tape puts people in interviewing
situations, and indicates some of
the questions that an employer
might ask. It also gives the ruleof-thumb on how to dress for an
interview.

PHOTO

West Plains residents will have
the opportunity to examine three
different system concepts for the
proposed expansion of the Spokane area transit system at a 7: 30
p.m. workshop Wednesday, Nov.
19 in the Cheney City HS'll auditorium, 609 2nd.
At the workshop meeting in
September in Medical Lake citizens called for improved routes ·
and services to reach destinations within their own planning
subareas as well as improved
park and ride service.
The September meetings began
the process of developing a transit plan by gathering information
on travel desires within and
between seven separate subareas
within the new Spokane County
Public Transportation Benefit
Area (PTBA). The second workshop series, Nov. 12-20, puts these
desires into a system-wide view
for the 90 percent of Spokane
County's residents who live in the
new transit service district.
There are three basic system
concepts being considered, according to Michael L. Darland,
consultant for the project. They
are the radial system , currently
in use in Spokane; the grid
system, used in many large
cities; and the multi-center system, which has several terminal
points with connecting routes.
Many people involved in the
first workshop series wanted to
travel to and from the subarea
just north of the Spokane Central
business district and extending to
Francis A venue, according to
Darland. This, plus a considerable interest in travel between
widespread residential and business areas, major employers and
medical centers, may indicate
the usefulness of the multi-center
· concept.
Workshop attendees will also
consider what performance standards should determine the ways

that these systems could operate.
The frequency of trips, days and
hours of operation and transfer
options will be among standards
addressed.
Citizens will also have the
opportunity to draw in their first,
second and third general routing
priorities on maps provided for
that purpose, explained Jan deLaubenfels, chairman of the citizens' advisory committee which
has planned the sessions.
Chairman deLaubenfels urges
residents who find it inconvenient
to attend the 'Nov. _19 ~orkshop to
atteqd one of the five others:
Wednesday, Nov. 12, 7:30 p.m .,
Central Valley High School multi..purpose room, S. 821 Sullivan Rd.
Thursday, Nov. 13, 2 p.m .
Great Northwest Bank, Community Room , N. 222 Wall.
Thursday, Nov. 13, 7:30 p,m. ,
Ferris Senior High School cafeteria, E . 3020 - 37th.
Tuesday, Nov. 18, 7:30 p.m.,
Mead Senior High School large
auditorium, W. 302 Hastings Rd.
Thursday, Nov . 20, 7:30 p.m .,
Rogers High School cafeteria, E.
1622 Wellesley .
Free transportation will be
provided by Spokane Transit System to all but the _downtown
Spokane meeting by phoning 328RIDE 24 hours in advance and
mentioning " transit workshop."

CYN
HOPE YOU
HADA
GOOD 21ST
WITHOUT TOO
MUCH PROBLEM

LOOK
Whafs in Class
This Year ...

REPAIRS

CLASSES

-

MUCH MORE THAN
A CAMERA STORE
• LENSES

\

;

SPECIALIZING IN
'51. '68 T,IIRDS

• ENLARGERS
• MICROSCOPES

Dave's Aqto

• TELESCOPES
• BINOCULARS

AUTO REPAIR - BODY SHOP
GLASS - WRECKER
NEW AND USED PARTS
VINTAGE AUTO PARTS

I STATE HOT UNE SERVICE
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE '

Route 2, Box 45
Cheney, WA 99004 .
838-3877 Spokane ·
Phone 235-8123 Cheney

$12.00

• LIGHTING

DELIVERED

~

WE RENT
TO STUDENTS

SKRUBS!

458-2734

Hoff,nan

WA Watts Line

CAMERAS

800-572-5855

W . 901 SPRAGUE• SPOKANE, WA 99204

COLORS
Wh ite
Lt. Blue
Green

QUANTITY
S_ M _ L_
S_ M _ L _
S_ M _ L_

• Allow 2 weeks delivery
• Please Inc lude your mailing address

Dealer inquiries invited

I

•

100% COTTON

SURGICAL PANTS
Please find enclosed S _ __
In c heck, money order or bill my
Mastercard/Visa No .

•

Exp. Dote _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Interbank No ._ _ _ _ __
Make a ll c hecks payable to:
Pacific Prints

P.O. Box 5466
Tacoma, WA 98405
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line. On the next play wide
. rect,iver Gary ,Lyons made a
leaping catch in the endzone. The
•.
extra-point . was ·good and Col' tramural football champion.
Goid d~eated Sure-Wquld-Ball
umbi~ Gold had the leita 7-6.
Sure~Wo~ had one last shot ' ...,
7-6 in ~ wind-blown, defensiv~
battle last Friday.
··
late in the gam~, aJter Jay Barrot
intercepted his second pass(of the "
Sure-Wouici struck flFBf.in the
day deep in his own ~erri~ey.
title g~me, .scoring the first time
t
,
.. ,'Ir
'
they got the ball on a Max Cloyd
'
•·
With ,seven, plays .l~ft, ~ureto Doug Lemke pass. Sur~-Would ·
Would
ma(l?hed st,eadily" dowrt·
·got possession of the ball by
intercepting on the first play of · .the 'field. Two clutch, first-clown t •
pass completions by Cl~yd 'alid a
the game.
' ·
roughing,
penalty gave Sure·Stingy defense by , both teams
Would the•ball oii :oG's 20 yard_, ../
kept the score
6-0, until Gold
line
with one·play remaining. But
strucl,< suddenly'with eight plays .
an al'ley-oop pass intended for
left in•the first half. Stuck de~p in
.. . '
Rich Nuess was broken up a_t the
their own·territory, CG pulled off
last moment by Steve .Hermes,
a nifty, double-reverse pass, good and
the title belonged to .Colum~ ·, • .
for 50 yards and a first-andbia Gold.
,
goal _on- Sure-Would's five yard
,.
by Dennis Hays
Staff Writer· 1
Columbia Gold is the 1980 .in-·

..

I
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. ...' t

I
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. Easterner PhoCo by

Dave Sampson
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.Club ·s eeks ·~ title
.
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While the EWU football team will not se~ any post-season action, coach Dick Zornes said- "'we definitely
plan on coming home with a win" against Mesa College Sat~rday.

·• "Fairchild has a good strong
team. I expect a lot of three-gaJl!e ,.
The
EWU
men's
racquetball
mat<;hes, .similar to the North
"'"'
'! -.
team will be playing for all the
Park co~test: A one peFcent
.
marbles tonight as they take on
difference in ability at this level
the league leading Fairchild Air
can mean th~ diffei:ence between •
Force team at the air force base.
a close match and a blow-out,"
The match will most likely decide
Whitehill sai~. •
the c9ampionship of the Greater ·· · Last Thursday, the E~gles
. .
Garske, and nis brother Tony, Spokane R4cquetball League.
dumped .-North Park nine
Fresh from a resounding vie- . defeats. Mesa, an NAIA Division
defensive
linemen
Steve
Linnell,
I
school,
~as
completed
its
conBoth teams enter the contact
matches to fhree but the matches '
tory over Montana Tech, Eastern ·
· Marv Sperber and Eric Thurston,
ference season. ·
with identical 6-1 league records.
Washington University .will be
were !closer- than the score may
flanker. Casey Mahaney, lineAs c.oach Dick Zornef,i · comBut Fairchild is in first place
ha~e iQdicated.
favored·. to wind up . its 1980
backer Ken Wilson, tight end Jim
pletes his s~ond season at Eastbecause of more individual
In league play, individual' team
football .season on a winning note
Mason
and
punter
Cory
Bridges.
ern,
the
Eagles
are
ex~ted
to
members
.are seeded into divl- .
games
won
during
their
·
seven
Satu.-day when the Eagles face
Mesa
is
dominatett
by
freshbe at near peak physical·condimatches. Family Fitnes$ Center
Mesa College in Grand Junction,
sions.~a,nd play the best two of
man and sophomores after the
tion. ~ Fullback Bryan Johnson
Colorado.
of Spokane; also 6-1., is currently
three games to 15 points. Against
Mavericks
won
only
one
of
nine
experienced
some
stiffness
in
his
in second place followed clQsely
· EWU snapped· a three-g(:lme
North Park/ ten of the.Eagles' 12
starts·while scoring only 84 points
previously injured right leg, but
by Eastern.
'
losing streak Saturday, grinding
matches went to three games.
last fall.
he and his backups, Todd Mc"~f•we can beat Fairchild we
out 514 yards total offense as the
Winners for ~he -E agles were John
Freshman quarterback Matt
Grady and Jim Banker, alJ are
Eagles earned their 12th home
will probably win the league . Bruntlett, Bill Bro~~ead, Butch
Kless, who has been fighting a
expected to be ready. McGrady
triumph in 13 starts over the last
championship,"' said Eagle coach
Miller, Eric Spolar, Tim· Tonani,
knee
1njury,
quick
tailback
Jen-:,.
·
sat out the Montana Tech contest
three sea~ons. Meanwhile, Mesa,
Pat Whitehill. "Family riti,ess
Bob Arnold, Larry I Hencken,
Morris and freshman kicker Joe
with a slight shoulder s~paration.
beat both us and·Fairchild at the
rebuilding under rookie coach
Dave Braun and Mike Hess. ·
Durham
have
been
among
·the
·
Banker
was
banged
up
early
in
start of. the season but lost to
Bob Cortese, saw its record slip
Eastern, who entered the
offensive standout.$. Morris \s an
the second 'half.
to 3-5 when the ·Mav~rieks
North Park, the team we beat
match tied for third with North
outstanding kickoff returner and
Twelve seniors will make their
dropped a 35-6 decision at ·New
last Thursday," Whitehili exPark, is now in sole possession of
hard-running _alternate tailback
final appearanc.e for EWU SaturMexico Highlands to complete
plained. And Whitehill compares
third place while North Park
Andy ,Fox leads the conference in
day. In addition to_Jo~n'son, key
their Rocky Mountain Athletic
tonight's opponent
to
North
Park.
dropped to fourth.
...
.
punt returns. The Mijvericks,
, _players who .will complete their
Conference season. ~
however, trail their conference in ·
eligibility include tailback Darryl
Eastern moves into its final
BUY THESE QUALITY •.PRODUCTS AT WHOLESALEI
Bell, ·offensive lineman · ·Greg. most defensive categories.
start with five victories and four
i••
, ; ~~~- ··,SAVE
by Jerry King
Sports Editor

.

•·

GridderS to·:_ finish iil 00lorado

I

Record stands at 4-2

'

.

.
I

/c49~p,,

,,

W.on:i-80 ·: bCJst ·. We.ekend _pair ;..-:~
by Jerry King

~ ,~

Sports EditO!'

_ The Eastern . Washington University Women's Soccer Club will
complete its second,,year of competition this weekend with a pair
of home games against last weekend's hosts.

"

'

/

.,

I'- .

The Eagles will host the Coeur
d'Alene Soccer Club on Saturday
and the University of Montana on
Sunday. Both games are scheduled for 1 p.m. on the intramural
field.

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING/l;DITING

Last Saturday, the Eagles destroyed Coeur d'Alene 9-1 in
Idaho. Eastern scored three
goals in the first five minutes to
put the game away early over the
first-year Idaho club.
Lisa Delsmon led the offensive,
barrage with three goals while
Monique Velasam and Sue Alexis
booted two goals each for the
Eagles.
. "We played pretty good and
they didn't," said Eagle coach
Dave Gilkey. "We just killed
them."

Darlene Seidler
- B.A. English, 10 years
typing, IBM Selectric
-Any size paper, includes
editing, paper, pickup

weekdays - nights
'
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-From ragtime

Call 235-8489

~

' ; ..,.

·

traditional folk music
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235-5169
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ASEWU P~ESENTS

JOl-:IN.·- MILLE~
Open "Microphone

·with

''T<>M

:JUL.IAN"'

Tuesday, November
11:30 - Pub
7:00 p.m. -'J:?eli i,

• 1
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/
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· • ..

.
Everyone Welcome - FREE

..
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. to

....,,

112 College / Cheney, WA 99004

t

Distributed by Julie
1418 Third St.

,·

CLYDE LEIFER

Call 638-2631 (Spokane)
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Things were not quite as easy
for ~he Eagles on Sunday as they
lost to the•University of Montana,
5-1. With six starters out with
injuries and illness, the Eagles
played a woman short with only
ten players. .
"We're looking to ·avenge the
Montana loss," said a deter~
mined Gilkey. ''We had to use
some girls who had very little
experience. We will beat Montana (Sunday) with a full team.
The weekend split put Eastern 's record at 4-2.

AT STUDENT PRICES

..s'·~, ~.,.~
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Opp .encOrirages
individual effort ·
amonfigrapplei's
,

"

.

. .

,·

by Chuck Bandel.
Easterner Staff

son, in which Eastern will be
competing in Division II of the
NCAA for the first time.
Opp, who is known to his
players simply as "coach",
brings with, him a genuine conc~rn for the young men he guides.
Often, coaches at schools the size
of and• larger than Eastern put
tremendous pressure on studentathletes to win, in order to insure
their jobs as coaches. Opp is
more concerned about his wrestlers' health.
· ·'I just try to bring the kids
along at a pace that is best for
them," he said.
One of the major concerns of a
wrestling coach is keeping his
team at the proper weight. Opp
has a realistic approach to the
situation.
"I try to leave the weight up to
the individual,'' remarked Opp·in
referrence to his method of keeping p~ayers wrestling at certain
weigJlt divisions. "I'm not an
advocate of ~utting weight off
these kids."
Opp prefers instead, to help
maintain h,is athletes at a weight

Inside · the red-padded room,
two young men were tangled on
the floor in a tight ball while four
or five others looked on and
laughed.
.
Surprisingly, one of the two
involved in the scuffle looked. up
in response to an inquiry as to
where Stan Opp might be found.
Opp; the head wrestling coach
at Eastern Washington University, is not what you would expect
a head coach to be.
,,
"That's · me, I'm Stan Opp,"
Easterner photo by Jeff Riggs
said the boyish-looking coach as
EWU wr~stling coach Stan Opp instructs a pair of grapplers as the Eagles prepare for the opener this
he untangled himself from the
Saturday in Coeur d'Alene.
grasp one of his varsity "kids."
,..
"What can I do for you?"
student-athlete ·at South Dakota
Despite his rapport with his
For starters, how about showwrestling successes.
State, he was a three-time allkids, Opp knows when it is time to
ing a driver's license or a birth
He is most proud of a large
American
at
118
pounds.
He
is
be serious about the pi-ogram.
certificate, is' the thought that
trophy won by the 1978 EWU
also a past national champion at
comes to mind when first iµee·tsquad
as a result ,,fa _third-place
"That' s the second 'p ractice
105
pounds
at
the
Amateur
Athleing Opp. · Of the more than 30
you've been late to this week, and
finish at the NAIA national tourntic Union, Greco-Roman style· it will be the last," he said with an
other young men stan.d ing around
ament.
tournament. In addition, he won
the wrestling room, he is the last
icy stare as he confronted a
In his short reign at East~rn,
the United ~ta~es Wrestling Fedone you would expect to be the
late-arriving member of the
Opp
has coached seven NAIA
eration freestyle crown at 105 . squad.
head coach.
all-Americans and he believes he
pounds.
There is no one else i~ the room
After practice, Opp relaxed in
could have a· few more this year.
OQ
the
wrestling
mat,
Opp
even close to being more qualihis office in the Phase I bµilding
iWe have five or six k:ids who
coaches as though he ~ere twice · and talked of the year to come .
fied to be the head of the varsity
that lS comfortable for each
his 5'..foot-4 inch frame. When he
and of years gone by.
. could definitely be champs with
wrestling program, however.
individual.
some hard work and dedication," ·
blows his whistle, the wrestlers
''If we can just stay healthy, we
Opp came to EWU three years.
"If it looks like an individual is
he optimistically remarked.
ago af~er ,being . an ,ssistap.,t . having ~rouble ~t a ce~tain . gathered become attentive to his
shqu!d be a conte.npe~,'' h~ ~t~ted.
every instruction. Practices incoach at Souih Dakota State
as he looked over the 1980-81
weight, I do haye several weight
It is optimism and his abilit~ to
clude
s~veral
differ-ent
stretching
schedule. Behind him , ~n . the
University and. the Univer1?1ty of
control programs," he a~d~.
relate to the. athletes that make
exercises which Opp feels are the
walls of the office were several
Iowa. He is currently prep~ring . Opp is no stranger to top-flight
St~p Opp. a winner. After ~11, ·he
key
to
a
wrestler's
success.
plaques and trophies of previous
his team for pie . upcoming seaeven looks like one of them .
competitiQ~ as a wr~stler. ~s a ,
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Eastern Washington University's swimming team will open
their 1980-81 schedules Saturday,
cdmpeting ~ in the University of
[Idaho Relay!i in Moscow.
Coach'Eile'en o•oonnell, in her
fourth season, has 19 candidates
for the women's team and 13
swimmers on the men's -team as ·
EWU begins to expand its swim:-

Easterner Photo by J erry King

I

~'

· ming and·· diving ·programs in
conjunction with the opening. of
the modern EWlJ Aquatics Center. In recent years, Eastern has
used borrowed facilities, primarily those at Fairchild Air Force

.

.

Women's volleyball gains
at-·large b~rth at regionals
.

.

Their hopes for a return to the
AIA W Division II national tournBase.
.,
ament nearly ended last week"This is kind of the beginning
end, the Eastern Washington Unifor us," O'Donnell said. "With
versity WO!l)en's volleyballers
our own pool to ~ttract quality ·
face three matches on the road
athletes, we are going to be so
this week to conclude their regumuch more competetive and I
lar season competition.
think now it ~ill get better every
The Eagles slipped into the
year."
upcoming r egional tournament
Men will compete in NCAA
as an at large selection after a
Division II ,and the women will
disappointing
third-place
finish
.
.
compete in AIAW Division IL
in the Intersta te League tourna. With t~~ .ne~ f~cility, major
ment last Friday and Saturday at
portion of a $2.1 million project,
the Univer sity of Idaho. The host
the Eagles have several quality
school , seeded first, a nd Lewis·freshman to their teams. 0 'DonCla rk State earned the league 's
nell e~pects the men to show
first two spots in the Nov. 20-22
particular improvement with
regionals a t Western Washington
newcomer s including_ freshmen
Univer sity in Bellingham.
Brad Thomas (Olympia), Theo
E WU met the strong University
Schmeeckle (Pasco) a nd Ma rk
of Monta na squad Wednesday
Sanderson (Sheridan, WY) joinnight in Missoula . F r iday, the
ing Eric Doering, sophomore
Eagles return to Moscow for
transfer from Willamette Univerevening matches against Whitsity · a nd juniors Steve Varney
worth and Idaho. Montana won
(Spokane ) and Scott Arneson
the only previous 1980 ma tch
(Twisp) as the nucleus of the
between the two schools. Whitsquad.
worth holds a 2-1 season edge
Senior J eannie Whiteley (Medover Eastern a nd Ida ho has won
ical Lake) is a 3-year letterall three matches.
w~nner in the 200-freestyle • a nd
Eastern (22-13) downed Unishe heads the women's unit along
ver sity of Portla nd a nd Western .
with Lisa Deck (Walla Walla), ·
Washington in the league tourney
who has two letters and diver
last Friday, but fell to Idaho a nd
Lisa Amber g (Palos Verdes, CA)
Lewis-Clark on Saturday. Howwho represented EWU in na tional
ever, senior stars Paula Nickercompetition last winter.
son and Lori Rohlinger, both of

.

Spokane, wer e selected for the
Interstate League a ll-star team .
Linda Harris and Joanne Segur
were picked on the second team.
Coach Mary Rubright aga in

F~KLY SPEAK·JNG

.

cited lack of consistency for her
club's failure las t weeke nd .
"But, " she sa id, "we've still got a
cha nce and I have hope we can
take adva ntage of it. "

:·.. .by phil frank

.
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Talking ·sports',

"

. . . ·with Jerry King
The EWU basketbaU team will
stage a game-type scrimmage
tonight at Shadle Park at 7: 30
p.m. The scrimmage is open to
the public, according ,to veteran
Eagle coach Jerry Krause ...

••••••••••

Whitworth College has been
ordered to forfeit two football
victories this season because of
an ineligible player, school offi..
cials have announced. The error
involved junior college transfer
Keith Hylton, a running back.
Hylton • attended Washington
State University for three semesters prior to spending a qu~rter
at Spokane Falls Community
College. Transfer regulations in'
such cases require Hylton to be
considered a four-year student
rather than a junior college
student ...

••••••••••

The EWU varsity wrestling
team will open its season this
Saturday in the annual North
Idaho College Takedown ;ournament. The tourney will be an all
day affair in Coeur d'Alene ...

••••••••••

.
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"·In your face, Montana Tech." EWU tailback Darrell Bell (28] and center Brent Myers (55] con~•ratulate
. e~~h other ~fter Bell's 10-yard touchdown run. Bell, who had lost his starting job a week ago, camu back in
a reserve role to rush for 108 yards on 21 carries to pace the Eagles to a 33-3 home victory over Montana
Tech.

Eagle trenchmeTI'
.m anhandle Tech
1

by Jerry King

,. _

and
Don Pearce

The "men in the frenches", the
offensive lineman are usually
forgotten men when -it comes to
newspaper headlines. But the
Eastern Washington University
offensive line decided to take
matte~s into their own hands last
Saturday as they knocked the
Montana Tech Orediggers all
over Woodward Field in route to
the· Eagles lopsided 33-3 victory.
A small Armed Forces Day
crowd saw the revitalized Eagles
offense march over Montana
Tech for 514 yards in total offense.
"Our offensive liQe was the
difference," said Eagle coach
· Dick Zornes. "They played
super. They really showed what
they are capable of doing."
· The Eagle line, led by the
"super" play of John Tighe, Greg
Garske, Brent Myers, Shamus
Reilly, Walt Flatt and others,
opened gaping holes enabling
Eagle runners to rush for 320
yards.
The pass protection was
L
just as super, allowing Eagle
quarterbac)ts to complete seven
of 12 passes for 194 yards.
. Not to be out done, the Eagle
defense, after a shaky start, held
Montana Tech to 2Z'/ yards on
offense, with just 33 yards coming through the air. Eastern
defenders allowed only one Tech
pass completion.
The Orediggers highly-touted
running back, Steve Housler, was
bottled up, netting only 67 yards nearly 50 yards below his season
.. ,/.. '\ average.
"Our defense, once we adjus~
t<f'what they were doing, really

Nothing increases the size of a
fish so much as fishing alone ...

••••••••••

Eagle tailback Darryl Bell,
after losing his starting job to
Rick Raymond because of poor
recent production and a minor
leg injury,. responded with 108
yards rushing and two touchdowns in a reserve role last
Saturday.
The 5-foot-ten, 201-pound senior
from Federal Way actually
logged over twice the playingtime Raymond did. And Bell
made the .most of it averaging
over 5.1 yards on 21 carries.
Eagle coach Dick Zornes'
"psychology" paid off. "Maybe a

little change helped him,' 1 Zornes
s~id. "I was proud of the way he
reacted. He didn'.t moan about
. getting put down. He just said,
. 'Hey, I'~ still the best running
back around here, and I'm gonna
prove it' " ...

••••••••••

Oh my God dept.: The Portland
State University football team
ran the score up again last
~turday. This time the victim
was Delaware.State, doormat of
the Mid ..Eastem Conference.
Portland State won 105-0. Alleverything quarterback Neil
Lomax fired eight touchdown
passes, seven in the first quarter,
for 419 yards on 26 completions.
PSU has scored 418 points in
nine games, an average of 46.4,
on schedule to smash the Division
I-AA single-season' scoring record. Lomax, the most prolific
passer in college football history,
any division, is nearing 13,000
car.e er air yards.
Hapless Delaware State didn't
help their own cause much, furn. bling the footb~ll 16 times and
losing six, plus one interception ...

••••••••••

Trivia Questfon: How come the
baseball bigwigs decided foul
balls ought to be judged strikes?
Answer: Because a cunning
character named Wee Willie
Keeler got so good at bunting foul
balls that he did it just to wea'r
down pitchers. Long ago, that
was. In 1901...

••••••••••

Tug·McGraw, the zany reliever
of the Philadelphia Phillies, anticipating his World Series $hare:
Ninety percent of it, I'll spend on
whiskey, women and other good ,
things. The other 10 percent I'll
probably waste" ...

stuffed them," said Zornes. "We
had to change our defense sligh_tly against their wishbone and
power-I, and it worked ."
Pete Sinclair led the Eagle
defen·se recovering a blocked
punt by Mark Puyear. Sinclair
recovered a second fumble and
Darrell Pope had an interception
for Eastern.
After spotting Montana Tech a
37-yard, first quarter field goal,
the Eagles exploded for 16 points
in the second period. A 10-yard
scamper by Darryl Bell 008
yards on 21 carries) put Eastern
ahead for good.
Fullback Brian Johnson (46
yards on 10 carries), returning
from a thigh injury 'that kept him
sidelined for the past four weeks,
scored on a one-yard plunge.
Blaine Wilson sandwiched a 37yard field goal between the two
.touchdowns, and the Eagles took
a 16-3 lead at intermission. ·
The Eagles picked up right
where they left off to start the
second half, scoring 17 more
points in a six minute span,
putting the game on ice.
Bell scored on an eight-yard
run. Dan Daly (5-10-0 for 144
yards) followed with a 47-yard
touchdown pass to Mick Shockley
(2 catches for 90 yards). Wilson
put icing on the cake with a
32-yard field goal to round out the
Eagle scoring.
The win snapped a three-game
, Eagle losing streak, raising Eastern's record to 5-4. Montana
Tech, losing their fourth game in
a. row, dropped to 3-5.
Eastern will travel to Grand
Junction, Colorado, for their season ·finale against Mesa College.
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Eutemer Photo by Dave Sampson

EWU quarterback Dan Daly [8] leaves the friendly confines of the pocket in route to some of the 64 yards he
gained on 9 carries. Daly completed 5 of 10 passes for 144 yards in 5 of 10 passes for 144 yards in' the Eagles
:l:t;-:l win over Montana Tech.
·

WSU next in finale·

Soccer team downs NIC
Eastern Washington University will conclude its first season
of varsity soccer Sunday when
the Eagles host Washington State
in the final game of the N_orthwest Collegiate Soccer Conference campaign.
The Eagles, who lost a 6-1
decision to the C()ugars in Pullman Oct. 25, have a 5-8 record
goin~ into the season final~. All

- .
games have been league games.
Last week, coach Mike Holland's hooters downed North Idaho College, 4-1, on Thursday
before Montana tripped the Eagles, 5-2, in Mis,oula. The North
Idaho triumph gave EWU three
victories in its last four starts.
Sunday, at Montana, after a
scoreless first half, EWU tallied
first on a kick by John Matson.
However, Montana answered

with four successive goals before
John Webster accounted for the
other Eastern score.
Iranian students Saed Yakalem
and Adel Mokbel continued their
strong recent play in the victory
over North Idaho in Coeur
d'Alene. Mokbel opened the scoring and added another goal later.
Yakalem tallied for the third
straight match in the second half.

